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Dear Clients and Friends:

It is now the fall of 2021. On the one hand, it looks like things are getting back to normal. Offices are reopening, sports teams are 
playing games before live crowds and the Rolling Stones are touring again. On the other hand, we see the House of Representatives 
struggling to pass two very significant pieces of legislation, either of which could have a profound impact on our country’s future. 
Inflation is rumbling again, with gas prices climbing higher and disruptions appearing in the supply chain. The labor market is very 
tight, and employers are scrambling to try to hire people.

Through all this turbulence, our Fall newsletter carries on. In this issue, we have articles on structuring family offices for maximum tax 
efficiency; welcome news for estate planning in the Framework for the Build Back Better legislation; protecting your tax information 
from identity theft; special purpose acquisition company (SPAC) litigation; emerging trends in investing in cryptocurrency and other 
digital assets; and stricter enforcement by the IRS of timely reporting of transactions with non-U.S. individuals and trusts. 

Best regards,

Stephen Ziobrowski
Editor-in-Chief and Tax Partner
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This communication is provided for educational and informational purposes only and is not intended and should not be construed as legal advice. This communication 
may be deemed advertising under applicable state laws. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome.
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Written by: Justin M. Hannan 

Structuring a family’s investment activities as a family office 
can yield many benefits. A family office can centralize 
management of a family’s investments and help incentivize 
nonfamily members to contribute to the family’s success. A 
family office structure can also help ease family succession 
issues and pool assets to qualify for lucrative investment 
opportunities that otherwise might not be available. In addition 
to the these benefits, a properly structured family office can 
also provide significant tax savings.

Prior to 2018, an individual taxpayer, including a member of 
a family partnership, could claim tax deductions for expenses 
incurred for the production or collection of income to the 
extent those expenses exceeded 2 percent of the taxpayer’s 
adjusted gross income. However, the 2017 Tax Cuts and 
Jobs Act eliminated this deduction until 2025. As a result, 
under current law, an individual taxpayer can only deduct 
investment expenses that are paid or incurred in carrying on 
a “trade or business.”

Well-established case law provides that an individual’s 
management of his or her own investments does not constitute 
a trade or business. The U.S. Supreme Court reached this 
conclusion in a case called Higgins, notwithstanding that 
the taxpayer in that case had “regular and continuous” 
involvement in investment management and devoted 
considerable time to managing investments and hiring others 
to assist.

Unlike individual investors, there are plenty of family offices 
throughout the United States that very much operate like a 
trade or business. In many instances, the family’s assets are 

pooled in a partnership and then deployed at the direction of 
a separate management company, which receives a profits 
interest in the partnership’s income and gain in exchange for 
its services to the partnership. The income allocated to the 
management company is not an expense and is therefore 
not subject to the rules disallowing deductions for investment 
management expenses. The management company can 
then pay fees to third-party investment advisers or pay other 
investment expenses and claim a tax deduction for those 
payments, taking the position that it is in the trade or business 
of managing other people’s money.

Unfortunately, there is no bright-line rule that establishes 
whether a family office constitutes a trade or business. Two 
recent U.S. Tax Court cases offer insight into some of the 
factors that the IRS and the Tax Court consider when making 
that determination.

In a case called Lender, the Tax Court held that a 
management company established to direct the investment 
and management of assets held in three investment 
partnerships (formed as limited liability companies) owned 
by the Lender family was engaged in a trade or business 
for these purposes. As a result, the management company 
could deduct expenses (e.g., investment adviser fees, legal 
fees, tax preparation fees) that it incurred in managing the 
family’s investment partnerships. As a result, Lender has 
become the blueprint that many family offices follow to try to 
achieve the same tax outcome. In the Lender decision, the 
Tax Court cited a variety of factors that helped it conclude 
that the management company was engaged in a trade or 
business, including:

• The management company had a profits interest in 
the investment partnerships.

• The management company was owned by a 
member of the Lender family, but he owned a very 
small percentage of the investment partnerships. He 
was also Ivy League educated and highly qualified to 
manage investments.

• The members of the investment partnerships could 
withdraw their investments at will (subject to liquidity 
constraints).

• The management company engaged outside experts 
but maintained ultimate authority on investment 
decisions and did not always follow the advice given 
by those outside experts.

TAX-STRUCTURING 
CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE 
MODERN FAMILY OFFICE
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In many respects, the Lender family had a highly favorable 
fact pattern that few family offices can match. Thus, most 
family offices need to make a judgment call as to how close 
they can get to the Lender facts.

About a year after the Lender decision, the Tax Court 
considered another family office structure in a case called 
Hellmann. The facts in Hellmann were far less favorable. 
Notably, the Hellmann family office was structured such 
that the ownership of the management company and the 
underlying partnerships were identical. The case settled 
before the Tax Court issued a decision, so there is no written 
opinion to guide the structuring of a family office. However, 
prior to the settlement, the Tax Court requested additional 
facts about certain topics, which helps identify the factors that 
the IRS and the Tax Court take into account when deciding 
whether a family office is a trade or business:

• The manner in which the management company 
was compensated for its services.

• The nature and extent of the services provided by 
the management company and its employees.

• The amount of expertise possessed and time devoted 
by family office employees of the management 
company versus outside investment managers and 
consultants.

• The individualization of investment strategies for 
different family members with differing investment 
preferences and needs.

• The proportionality between the share of profits inuring 
to each family member in his or her capacity as an 
owner of the management company and the share 
of profits inuring to that same individual in his or her 
capacity as a partner in the investment partnerships.

The fact that the taxpayers in Hellman settled the case is 
widely viewed as an indication that they may have lost 
confidence that they were going to prevail on the merits. This 
creates something of a spectrum, with Lender on one end 
and Hellmann on the other end. In many instances, family 
offices find themselves somewhere in the middle of these 
two cases, so any family office considering implementing this 
type of structure should do what it can to make the structure 
as much like Lender as the circumstances will permit. 

THE BUILD BACK BETTER 
FRAMEWORK: GOOD NEWS 
FOR ESTATE PLANNING

Written by: Tasha K. Dickinson and Stephen Ziobrowski

The estate planning community got some very good news on 
October 28, 2021, when the Biden administration released 
its Framework for the Build Back Better Act. The Framework 
contained none of the gift tax, estate tax or trust tax provisions 
that had been proposed by the House Ways and Means 
Committee in September as part of Congress’ $3.5 trillion 
budget reconciliation process. The bill proposed by the 
House had contained substantial changes to the estate and 
gift tax laws, many of which were surprising and came “out of 
the blue.” There was even greater concern nearly two weeks 
later when the House Budget Committee released a House 
Report which consisted of 501 pages intended to explain the 
881-page bill.

The changes proposed by the House bill and the 
accompanying House Report would have accelerated the 
reduction of the lifetime credit against gift and estate tax to 
January 1, 2022, eliminated valuation discounts for transfers 
of interests in business entities holding primarily “passive 
assets,” and dramatically changed the rules governing grantor 
trusts. These proposed changes set off an intense scramble 
by taxpayers to complete gifts to trusts as rapidly as possible 
before the new laws became effective.

The proposed changes which generated the most concern 
were the changes that would have affected grantor trusts, 
i.e., trusts that are treated for federal income tax purposes 
as if the property in the trust were still owned by the person 
who created the trust. The grantor trust rules were enacted 
decades ago when income tax rates were much more steeply 
graduated than they are today, with top marginal tax rates 
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reaching 70 percent. These rules were intended to prevent 
wealthy taxpayers from escaping high rates of tax by assigning 
income-producing property to trusts. If the grantor trust rules 
apply, the income earned in the trust is taxed at the tax rate 
of the person who established the trust, even if the trust is 
irrevocable and the transfer to the trust was a completed gift 
for tax purposes. Now that marginal income tax rates are 
much lower than they were when the grantor trust rules were 
written, practitioners have deliberately drafted trusts to be 
grantor trusts in order to take advantage of these rules. The 
grantor trust rules apply only for income tax purposes, not gift 
or estate tax purposes, so grantor trusts over time became 
widely used estate planning vehicles.

The House felt that practitioners’ deliberate use of the 
grantor trust rules had created tax leakage that needed 
to be stopped. The House bill had proposed the following 
changes to the rules:

• Estate Tax Inclusion: Assets owned by a grantor trust 
would be included in the grantor’s estate and subject 
to estate tax upon the grantor’s death, even if the 
trust was irrevocable and the transfer to the trust had 
constituted a completed gift.

• Distributions as Gifts: Distributions from a grantor 
trust during the grantor’s lifetime would generally be 
treated as taxable gifts.

• Taxation Upon Termination of Grantor Trust Status: If 
the trust’s grantor trust status is terminated (i.e., the 
trust becomes a separate taxpayer, i.e., a “nongrantor” 
trust), the grantor would be deemed to have made a 
taxable gift of the value of the trust assets.

• Gain Recognition for Transfers Involving Grantor 
Trusts. Transfers between a grantor trust and its 
grantor would be subject to income tax.

The message was clear: Grantor trusts would no longer be a 
viable gift or estate tax planning strategy. What caused the 
greatest stir, though, was that the House Budget Committee 
subsequently announced that it intended the above rules to 
apply to all post-enactment transfers between a grantor and 
a grantor trust, even grantor trusts that were created prior 
to the date of enactment and are now irrevocable, meaning 
they cannot be changed. Those proposed rules caught the 
tax community by surprise and seemed to change the rules 
on taxpayers who had engaged in legitimate tax-planning 
strategies that were widely used and sanctioned by numerous 
rulings and cases. The proposed changes created enormous 
potential problems for these trust arrangements. How would a 

grantor continue to fund premiums for a life insurance policy 
held by an irrevocable life insurance trust without subjecting 
a portion of the insurance proceeds to estate tax? How could 
a grantor-retained annuity trust pay a required annuity in kind 
without generating a substantial income tax? These were not 
the rules in effect when the arrangements were put in place 
and made irrevocable. It is one thing to change planning 
techniques going forward when the rules change, but quite 
another to have to deal with dramatic changes in rules that 
impact existing arrangements that cannot be changed.

For those reasons, taxpayers and their advisers were 
enormously relieved to see that the Biden administration’s 
Framework for the Build Back Better Act contained none of 
those changes. The legislative process still has a long way to 
go, and no one can say whether the Build Back Better Act 
will pass, or if it does, what will be included in its final version. 
The tax planning community can, at least for the moment, 
catch their collective breath, but when the dust settles, they 
may study the Framework more closely and notice that it 
proposes raising an additional $400 billion over the next 10 
years through increasing resources for the Internal Revenue 
Service and promoting tighter enforcement of existing tax 
laws. From the perspective of the estate planning community, 
it appears that every rose has its thorns. 

PROTECT YOURSELF FROM 
TAX-RELATED IDENTITY 
THEFT: THE IDENTITY 
PROTECTION PIN OPT-IN 
PROGRAM

Written by: Emily Byrnes

Tax-related identity theft is a serious problem. The Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS) has joined forces with state tax 
agencies, software developers, financial institutions, tax 
professional organizations and other members of the tax 
community to form the Security Summit, which is tasked with 
combating tax-related identity theft. The Security Summit 
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partners have urged tax professionals to review the signs of 
data theft to enable greater protection for clients.

The IP PIN Program
One way to prevent tax-related identity theft is to register for an 
Identity Protection PIN (IP PIN), which is a six-digit number 
that prevents someone else from using a taxpayer’s Social 
Security number (SSN) or Individual Taxpayer Identification 
Number (ITIN) to file a tax return. The Security Summit 
partners called on tax professionals to inform clients about 
the Identity Protection PIN Opt-In Program. The program is 
voluntary and is a free and effective way for most taxpayers to 
protect themselves from tax-related identity theft.

IP PINs have long been used by the IRS to protect victims of 
tax-related identity theft. The IRS automatically mails a new 
IP PIN to confirmed victims of such identity theft each year. 
However, a taxpayer does not have to wait until he or she is a 
victim to take this protective step. Taxpayers can receive an 
IP PIN by using an online tool sponsored by the IRS called 
“Get an IP PIN” that includes a rigorous identity verification 
process. There are alternatives for taxpayers who are unable 
to validate their identity through the online tool, such as filing 
Form 15227 (EN-SP), Application for an Identity Protection 
Personal Identification Number.

An IP PIN is valid for one calendar year. The IRS plans to 
offer an opt-out feature in 2022, if taxpayers no longer wish 
to participate. Confirmed victims of identity theft, however, 
are not able to opt out. Once a taxpayer has an IP PIN, 
that number must be used to file federal tax returns during 
the year. A taxpayer should provide the IP PIN only to the 
tax professional preparing his or her returns or on the tax 
software product used to self-prepare returns. The IRS will 
never contact a taxpayer to ask for his or her IP PIN.

Taxpayers who are married and filing a joint return and who 
have IP PINs must enter those numbers on the tax return. 
If a taxpayer is claiming a dependent on the return and the 
dependent has an IP PIN, then that number must also be 
included on the return.

The online tool used to obtain new IP PINs will be available 
starting in January 2022. Due to the heightened security 
surrounding IP PINs, tax professionals cannot obtain IP PINs 
on behalf of their clients, but they can and should advise their 
clients of the opportunity to use this tool to protect themselves 
from tax-related identity theft. 

SPAC LITIGATION AND 
ENFORCEMENT BOOM IN 
FULL SWING

Written by: John Vukelj

In our last newsletter, we asked “Is the SPAC Boom Fading?” 
Indeed, new special purpose acquisition company (SPAC) 
registrations have declined. But more than 400 SPACs are 
still in search of an acquisition target. The litigation and 
regulatory scrutiny is set to get more intense as SPACs try to 
find those targets.

So far this year, investors have filed more than 20 SPAC-
related securities fraud class actions, along with countless 
merger objection cases and derivative actions against 
individual directors of SPAC-related entities. The Securities 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) has issued alerts signaling 
risks associated with SPAC investments, and it recently 
charged a SPAC, its sponsor, the target and individual officers 
with securities violations. Not to be outdone, Congress is 
going after SPAC creators and considering investor protection 
legislation concerning SPACs.

These developments highlight important risks for those 
involved in creating, promoting and consummating SPAC and 
de-SPAC transactions.

Private Litigation: Everything and the Kitchen Sink
SPAC transactions have been the subject of numerous 
securities fraud claims filed in federal court under the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934. Many of these cases have come soon 
after the SPAC completed its merger with an operating entity, 
with plaintiffs’ lawyers filing claims after these newly public 
companies announced disappointing financial results. The 
suits often accuse the SPACs (and their boards) of making 
overly optimistic financial projections both before and after 

https://www.daypitney.com/insights/publications/2021/06/fog6-is-spac-boom-fading
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the merger and of misrepresenting the company’s operations. 
Some of these claims accuse the target companies of being 
unprepared for their newfound disclosure responsibilities as 
public companies.

A significant number of cases have followed the publication 
of short-seller reports that have been highly critical of the 
target companies’ operations and financial reporting. It is no 
secret that short-sellers have SPACs in their sights, and some 
may be incentivized to publish critical reports to justify—and 
benefit from—their short positions.

Aside from securities class actions, plaintiffs have pursued 
other types of SPAC-related litigation, including:

• Shareholder derivative lawsuits against the boards 
of directors of the SPACs and post-merger entities, 
often filed in parallel to securities class actions 
against the same entities.

• Merger objection lawsuits filed in New York state 
court. These are claims filed by shareholders against 
boards of directors of SPACs that have announced 
their intention to merge with targets.

• Breach of fiduciary duty actions against Delaware-
incorporated SPACs and their sponsors. These 
suits challenge the fairness of a board’s pre-merger 
consideration process and allege conflicts of interest 
between the SPACs’ boards/sponsors and investors.

SEC Guidance and Enforcement: Putting SPAC Sponsors on Notice
The SEC has published a flurry of alerts and public statements 
concerning SPACs since late 2020, in some ways providing 
a road map for the private investor lawsuits. These include:

• December 2020 Investor Bulletin addressing 
disclosure of SPAC investment terms

• December 2020 guidance from the Division of 
Corporation Finance discussing the need for SPAC 
sponsors, directors and officers to disclose their 
conflicts of interest arising from their other business 
activities and their financial incentives for completing 
the de-SPAC transactions

• March 2021 alert warning against investments in 
SPACs solely on the basis of celebrity endorsements 
and reminding investors to investigate SPAC sponsors’ 
backgrounds, experience and financial incentives

• March 2021 statement warning target companies to 
consider important accounting, financial reporting 
and governance issues before undertaking a 
combination with a SPAC, including “books and 
records” and “internal controls” requirements, 
national securities exchange listing requirements, 
and corporate governance standards

• April 2021 statement warning that “in some ways, 
liability risks for those involved [in SPACs] are 
higher, not lower, than in conventional IPOs, due 
in particular to the potential conflicts of interest in 
the SPAC structure” and declaring that SEC staff 
“will continue to be vigilant about SPAC and private 
target disclosure so that the public can make 
informed investment and voting decisions about 
these transactions”

These releases were precursors to the SEC’s loudest 
statement to date: a July 2021 enforcement action against 
a SPAC (Stable Road Acquisition Corp.), its sponsor, the 
SPAC’s CEO, the target and the target’s former CEO. Stable 
Road had proposed a merger with the target, an early-stage 
space transportation company. The proposed target allegedly 
misrepresented that it had “successfully tested” its propulsion 
technology in space, when, in fact, the company’s only in-
space test had failed to achieve its primary objectives or 
demonstrate the technology’s commercial viability. The target 
also allegedly misrepresented the extent to which national 
security concerns involving its former CEO undermined the 
target’s ability to secure essential government licenses.

Stable Road apparently used a space technology consulting 
firm to conduct due diligence concerning the target, but 
it did not review the in-space test results and it did not 
independently investigate the national security concerns 
about the target’s former CEO. Stable Road included the 
target’s alleged misstatements in public disclosures filed with 
the SEC ahead of the proposed merger.

All parties, except the target’s former CEO, settled with the 
SEC. Stable Road, the CEO of Stable Road and the target 
agreed to pay penalties. The sponsor, which the SEC had 
charged with causing Stable Road to violate the Securities 
Act, agreed to forfeit 250,000 founders’ shares and give 
public investment in private equity investors the opportunity 
to terminate their subscriptions.

https://www.sec.gov/oiea/investor-alerts-and-bulletins/what-you-need-know-about-spacs-investor-bulletin
https://www.sec.gov/corpfin/disclosure-special-purpose-acquisition-companies
https://www.sec.gov/oiea/investor-alerts-and-bulletins/celebrity-involvement-spacs-investor-alert
https://www.sec.gov/news/public-statement/division-cf-spac-2021-03-31
https://www.sec.gov/news/public-statement/division-cf-spac-2021-03-31
https://www.sec.gov/news/public-statement/spacs-ipos-liability-risk-under-securities-laws
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2021-124
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This enforcement action is generally viewed as an aggressive 
step by the SEC: It charged virtually all involved players, and the 
settlements were substantial despite the parties’ cooperation 
with the SEC investigation and the SEC’s acknowledgement 
that the target may have lied to Stable Road and the sponsor. 
The SEC seems to have used the case to send a message to 
SPAC sponsors about their due diligence obligations.

U.S. Congress: Using the Bully Pulpit to Hammer SPAC 
Disclosures and Marketing
Members of both houses of Congress have been issuing 
warnings about SPACs. In late September, four Democratic 
senators sent six serial SPAC creators a letter raising questions 
about the creators’ SPAC-related activities and financial 
rewards. Sen. Elizabeth Warren, D-Mass., stated in her press 
release, “We are concerned about the misaligned incentives 
between SPACs’ creators and early investors on the one 
hand and retail investors on the other.” The release warns of 
“sponsors asserting that SPACs present a faster and cheaper 
alternative to traditional initial public offerings,” and it laments 
that sponsors have “incentives to quickly strike merger deals, 
regardless of the quality” and “sponsors and early investors 
profit from hyperbolic, pre-merger claims about” a target 
company. The legislators claim SPACs have generated 
“astonishing reports of abuse and market dysfunction.”

Some House members also think SPACs spell danger. A 
recent draft bill, presented to the House Financial Services 
Committee, would allow brokers and money managers to 
exclude all SPACs from the safe harbor for forward-looking 
statements. It is unclear whether there is sufficient support in 
the House or Senate for any of these proposals.

Looking Ahead
With more than 400 SPACs in search of an acquisition 
target, it stands to reason that there will be more litigation 
and enforcement activity. The competition for targets carries 
risk of corner-cutting to make a deal, just as the SEC and 
Congress are getting warmed up over concerns about SPACs.

For those reasons, it is as important as ever that SPAC 
sponsors and boards:

• Consider exculpatory and forum selection provisions 
in charters and bylaws to try to limit and contain 
litigation risk

• Pay attention to potential conflicts and conflict 
disclosures

• Maintain corporate formalities and follow good 
corporate governance practices from the moment 
of the SPAC IPO

• Conduct meaningful and robust due diligence 
on proposed targets, including claims about the 
viability of their product or technology, and fully 
document those efforts

• Closely scrutinize any financial projections

• Ensure that the newly combined company will be 
prepared to meet requisite tax, governance and 
legal standards 

INVESTING IN DIGITAL 
ASSETS, A RACE TO 
THE MAINSTREAM: 
THE EMERGENCE OF 
INSTITUTIONAL CUSTODIANS

Written by: Richard D. Harris and Kritika Bharadwaj

In a recent survey of more than 150 family offices worldwide, 
Goldman Sachs reported that about 15 percent of family 
offices globally and about 25 percent in the Americas have 
exposure to cryptocurrencies to date. While most respondents 
are not currently invested in cryptocurrencies or other digital 
assets, almost half are considering initiating exposure in the 
future as a hedge against cash.

Among respondents with no current cryptocurrency 
exposure, their most-cited reason for caution stemmed from 
skepticism about cryptocurrencies as a store of value. Apart 
from cryptocurrencies, Goldman Sachs expects to see family 
offices monitoring the evolution of and potential use cases for 
other digital assets, such as utility tokens and nonfungible 
tokens (NFTs), and blockchain technology more broadly for 
future investment opportunities.

https://www.warren.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/SPAC%20letters%20%5bCombined%5d.pdf
https://www.warren.senate.gov/oversight/letters/warren-brown-smith-and-van-hollen-request-information-from-spac-creators-amid-astonishing-reports-of-abuse-and-market-dysfunction
https://www.warren.senate.gov/oversight/letters/warren-brown-smith-and-van-hollen-request-information-from-spac-creators-amid-astonishing-reports-of-abuse-and-market-dysfunction
https://financialservices.house.gov/uploadedfiles/bills-117pih-protectingretailinvestorsinspacs.pdf
https://www.goldmansachs.com/insights/pages/widening-the-aperture-family-office-investments-insights-f/report.pdf
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There are unique risks associated with digital trading 
platforms and available custodial solutions for securing digital 
assets. Digital asset custodians operate, in many ways, in 
a manner similar to traditional financial custodians, in that 
their primary role remains the safekeeping of the investor’s 
digital assets. However, unlike traditional assets such as fiat 
currency, stocks, bonds and gold, a digital asset custodian 
secures custody of a digital asset such as cryptocurrency by 
holding the private key on behalf of the asset holder, ensuring 
that it cannot be accessed by anyone else. The private key 
is the only access to digital assets, and losing it is likely to 
result in the loss of all the assets, with little or no possibility of 
recovering access to them.

In Switzerland, where digital asset regulation is very advanced, 
private banks have been delving into cryptocurrencies and 
other digital assets for some time and have developed some 
fairly robust, albeit opaque, service offerings for trading and 
acting as custodians for these digital assets. In North America, 
where regulators have been slower to respond to rapidly 
emerging markets for digital assets, traditional custodial 
institutions have also been slower to respond. The solutions 
that are emerging in the United States and Canada, however, 
appear to offer greater transparency than providers of earlier 
solutions did. Family offices that are considering allocating a 
portion of their portfolio to this space will likely find this higher 
level of transparency appealing.

Family offices are encouraged to look to established 
custodians to secure their digital assets for a number of 
reasons. Practically, it may be preferable to go to a firm with 
which they have an existing relationship. Often the main driver 
of this decision, though, is the increased comfort found with 
the backing of a significant institution with strong governance 
and control as well as a sizable balance sheet.

Significant hurdles remain that must be overcome if 
traditional custodial banks are to engage with this emerging 
asset class. First and foremost, unlike more traditional 
assets, such as stocks, bonds and fiat currencies, digital 
assets do not easily fall into clear categories. Some digital 
assets seem more like commodities than currencies. Others 
resemble securities, and some resemble certificates of title or 
authenticity for collectible assets. The features of some, such 
as utilities tokens, are hard to analogize to traditional assets. 
The custodial institutions for these assets must demonstrate 
a clear understanding of how clients will transact with their 
digital assets. Further, given the lack of regulation in this 
space, management of settlement risk and settlement time 
frames will need to be clearly articulated to the client.

Second, custodians need to clearly demonstrate the ability 
of their systems to secure and manage key pairs to ensure 
secure custody of digital assets. This means protecting the 
private keys and developing secure workflows to support 
transactions in and out of custody (deposits and withdrawals). 
So far, custodians have relied on cold (offline) wallets created 
and managed in air-gapped environments to provide an 
acceptable level of security. Conversely, most hackers have 
concentrated on hot (online) wallets, which are used to provide 
clients with quick access to their assets. Multi-signature 
wallets and wallets based on threshold algorithms such as 
state space search (SSS) and model predictive control (MPC) 
mitigate some of the risks of hot wallets. In short, to protect 
against cybersecurity and theft risks, clients should require 
clear and concise documentation and agreements describing 
each custodian’s technology architecture, including use of 
cold, warm and hot wallets, for storage; each custodian’s use 
of risk and fraud detection tools to block hackers and money 
launderers; and each custodian’s strategy for providing a 
secure bridge between the traditional financial world and the 
new digital asset ecosystem.

Third, it should come as no surprise that digital assets 
raise significant risk and compliance issues for traditional 
custodians. Presently, for the most part, digital asset markets 
offer no contractual relationships or membership standards 
and provide no means to unwind trades. Unlike regulated 
financial markets, most digital asset exchanges and other 
digital asset operators currently have no legal or technological 
framework to obtain, hold and transmit identifying information 
for their transaction counterparties. In addition, while there 
has been clear progress in various jurisdictions with respect to 
digital assets, service providers operating in different countries 
answer to different regulatory requirements, with very limited 
global consensus on cross-border activities.

Over time, it is likely that a trusted ecosystem of institutional 
participants will evolve to facilitate trading and servicing 
of these public assets within a smaller, pre-validated 
network. Presently, however, clients who rely on institutional 
custodians rely on those custodians to vet the reputation and 
governance structures of any selected digital exchange to 
protect against hackers and fraud and to manage operational, 
regulatory and reputational risks appropriately. Anyone who 
enters into a custodial agreement for digital assets should 
be encouraged to engage in extensive technical and legal 
due diligence covering all features of a custodian’s internal 
processes and procedures.
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Although very few global regulators have provided formal 
frameworks for servicing digital assets, clients should carefully 
scrutinize the custodian’s plan for managing the potential for 
unforeseen regulatory action in relation to digital assets, including 
cryptocurrencies and NFTs. While regulation of custodians and 
digital asset exchanges remains limited, following the dramatic 
rise in cryptocurrency investments and trading activities over 
the past few years, regulators are setting their sights on this 
growing part of the financial services industry. An example of the 
regulatory interest is the new guidance published in June 2019 
by the Financial Action Task Force on how its members should 
regulate digital asset exchanges.

As governmental agencies make new pronouncements 
with increasing frequency regarding the likely direction of 
regulation in each of their jurisdictions, clients will need to 
continually reevaluate guidance on regulatory issues and 
develop flexible custodial agreement language that addresses 
emerging regulatory trends. 

THE NEED TO FILE SPECIAL 
TAX RETURNS WHEN 
RECEIVING FOREIGN GIFTS 
OR TRANSACTING WITH 
FOREIGN TRUSTS: THE IRS 
IS ‘GETTING TOUGH’

Written by: Seth J. Mersky

Most tax practitioners are generally familiar with the U.S. 
federal gift tax, the federal estate tax and even the federal 
generation-skipping transfer (GST) tax. They are aware that 
when someone makes a gift, the donor may be required to 
file a federal gift tax return, and when someone dies, the 
decedent’s estate may be required to file a federal estate tax 
return. However, many U.S. taxpayers and tax professionals 
are not aware that Form 3520 or Form 3520-A must be filed 
when certain gifts or inheritances are received by a U.S. 
person from individuals who are not U.S. citizens or U.S. 
residents (non-U.S. persons), or when certain transactions 
occur with foreign estates or trusts. It is extremely important 

to understand these filing requirements because the IRS, 
reversing long-standing practice, has recently been extremely 
aggressive in asserting substantial penalties for the failure to 
timely file these returns.

A full discussion of the transactions that require filing Form 
3520 or Form 3520-A is beyond the scope of this article. 
The following are the most common situations in which Form 
3520 or Form 3520-A must be filed:

• Receipt of Large Foreign Gifts. Form 3520 must be 
filed by any U.S. person who receives a gift in excess 
of $100,000 from a non-U.S. person.

• Receipt of Large Foreign Bequests. Form 3520 must 
be filed by any U.S. person who receives a bequest 
in excess of $100,000 from a foreign estate.

• Receipt of Distributions From Foreign Trusts or Use 
of Trust Property. Form 3520 must be filed by a U.S. 
person who receives a distribution from a foreign 
trust. There is no value threshold applicable to this 
category of reporting. Additionally, if a U.S. person 
is allowed to use property held within a foreign trust 
without paying fair value for that use—even as a 
beneficiary of the trust—Form 3520 must be filed.

• Existence of a Foreign Grantor Trust. Form 3520 or 
Form 3520-A must be filed to report the income and 
assets of a foreign trust if a U.S. person is treated as 
the “owner” of the trust under the grantor trust rules.

• Certain Transactions With Foreign Trusts. Form 3520 
must be filed by (i) a U.S. grantor of a foreign trust 
to report the creation of the trust; (ii) a U.S. grantor 
to report certain transfers to a foreign trust; or (iii) 
the executor of a U.S. person’s estate where the 
decedent was treated as (a) the owner of a foreign 
trust under the grantor trust rules, (b) in whose estate 
the foreign trust is included for estate tax purposes or 
(c) who makes a transfer to a foreign trust at death.

If Form 3520 or Form 3520-A is not timely filed, the following 
penalties can apply:

• A penalty of 35 percent of the total distributions 
received from a foreign trust

• A penalty of up to 25 percent of the total amount 
received as a foreign gift or foreign bequest 
(inheritance)

• A penalty of 35 percent of the total amount 
contributed to a foreign trust

https://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/RBA-VA-VASPs.pdf
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• A penalty of 5 percent of the year-end value of the 
assets of a foreign grantor trust

The following examples illustrate these penalties:

• If a U.S. person fails to file Form 3520 to report 
receiving a $1 million distribution as a beneficiary of 
a foreign trust, the penalty is $350,000.

• If a U.S. person fails to file Form 3520 to report 
receiving a $1 million gift or bequest from a non-U.S. 
person, the penalty can be up to $250,000.

• If a U.S. person fails to file Form 3520 to report a $1 
million contribution of property to a foreign trust, the 
penalty is $350,000.

• If a U.S. person is the grantor of a foreign grantor 
trust and the trust fails to file Form 3520-A to report 
the existence of a $1 million trust, the penalty is 
$50,000 (per year).

The penalties above each apply independently and are in 
addition to any other U.S. federal taxes or penalties that 
may be due.

The Form 3520 is due at the same time as the U.S. person’s 
income tax return for the year in which the reportable event 
occurs, including extensions, but it is filed separately from the 
income tax return.

It is also important to mention that the U.S. tax rules may 
operate to inadvertently classify a trust as a “foreign trust” 
without the knowledge of the relevant parties. Even a trust 
created under U.S. law can be considered a “foreign trust” 
for U.S. federal tax purposes, which often results if non-U.S. 
persons control any of the substantial decisions of the trust.

Recently—especially during the past three to four years—the 
IRS has been extremely aggressive in imposing penalties on 
U.S. persons who fail to timely file Form 3520 or Form 3520-
A. The tax law allows the IRS to waive penalties on a showing 
of “reasonable cause.” In the past, the IRS was fairly tolerant 
of noncompliance in this area where there was no evidence of 
tax avoidance, the taxpayer self-corrected the problem before 
the IRS discovered it, and the taxpayer otherwise had a good 
record of tax compliance. There was a recognition that not 
all taxpayers or tax professionals were aware of these special 
filing requirements and that the significant penalties imposed 
by the statute were intended only for circumstances where 
a taxpayer was willfully attempting to evade a tax liability. 
However, the IRS seems to have instituted a “get tough” 

policy regarding these filings and is now asserting substantial 
penalties in situations it had routinely excused in the past. 
Moreover, the IRS is drawing a very hard line during appeals 
of these penalties, forcing taxpayers to take their cases to 
court or settle their cases by paying very large sums (even if 
less than the penalty that was originally assessed).

These developments make it even more important to be 
aware of these filing requirements and to pay careful attention 
to the deadlines. Taxpayers who have transactions with non-
U.S. persons, foreign estates or foreign trusts should be sure 
to engage a qualified tax return preparer who is experienced 
in U.S. international tax and related reporting obligations. 
This is clearly an area where an ounce of prevention is worth 
a pound of cure.

If a taxpayer finds that he or she has missed a deadline to file 
Form 3520 or Form 3520-A, the taxpayer should immediately 
consult with a qualified U.S. tax practitioner. Even if the 
taxpayer has a strong case for penalty relief, the taxpayer 
should, under current IRS policy, expect a long and difficult 
road ahead to get the penalty abated or reduced. 
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About Day Pitney’s Family Office Practice
Day Pitney routinely represents family offices and their 
executives and family principals in a wide variety of 
complex matters. Our family office clients, which are U.S. 
and international, have significant investable assets spread 
globally across numerous asset classes.

Day Pitney is an East Coast-based law firm with close to 
300 attorneys in 13 offices in Boston, Connecticut, Florida, 
New Jersey, New York, Providence, and Washington, D.C. 
Day Pitney provides unlimited access to partners and has 
cultivated a deep bench of knowledgeable and experienced 
attorneys in all practice areas. Our lawyers work seamlessly 
across disciplines to guide our clients through the evolving 
legal landscape.

Please visit our website to learn more about our Family Office 
Practice, our Family Office Investing Series™ and our Trusts 
and Estates and Individual Clients department.

DAY PITNEY NAMED “LAW FIRM 
OF THE YEAR” FOR TRUSTS & 
ESTATES LAW BY U.S. NEWS 
– BEST LAWYERS FOR SECOND 
YEAR IN A ROW
In the 2022 edition of “Best Law Firms,” published by U.S. 
News & World Report and Best Lawyers®, Day Pitney wins 
“Law Firm of the Year,” for Trusts & Estates Law for the 
second year in a row. The firm also garnered top-tier rankings, 
earning Day Pitney both national and regional recognition. 
The firm is also ranked nationally in eight practices areas and 
received 69 regional rankings. For our complete rankings, 
see our press release. 

CHAMBERS HIGH NET WORTH 
RECOGNIZES 20 ATTORNEYS 
FOR PRIVATE WEALTH LAW
Day Pitney is pleased to announce that the firm and 20 
attorneys in its Trusts and Estates and Individual Clients 
Department have been ranked in the 2021 Chambers 
High Net Worth (HNW) Guide, a Chambers and Partners 
publication specifically aimed at the international private 
wealth market. The guide covers private wealth management 
work and related areas around the world, featuring in-depth 
editorials about the leading professional advisers to wealthy 
individuals and families in each market. For the full list of our 
ranked practices and attorneys, see our press release. 

Due to continued concerns about the COVID-19 pandemic, 
we have decided to pivot this year’s Palm Beach Family 
Office Forum to a virtual event. On November 17, please join 
us for an invigorating panel discussion moderated by Day 
Pitney Tax-Exempt Organizations and Charitable Giving Co-
Chair Jennifer Pagnillo with panelists from Fidelity Charitable, 
Goldman Sachs and Impact 100 Palm Beach County. 
Panelists will discuss ways to do good by doing more with a 
focus on current trends and innovative approaches, including 
giving circles and impact investing. 

 
DAY PITNEY’S PALM BEACH 
FAMILY OFFICE FORUM 2021

https://digital.daypitney.com/e/ww0qwmwcltmzbcg/04e61570-dcc4-42ba-923d-4c1245a0c7e4
https://digital.daypitney.com/e/ww0qwmwcltmzbcg/04e61570-dcc4-42ba-923d-4c1245a0c7e4
https://digital.daypitney.com/e/q7es6qdfuocd5ma/04e61570-dcc4-42ba-923d-4c1245a0c7e4
https://digital.daypitney.com/e/bv02zdiw8herymg/04e61570-dcc4-42ba-923d-4c1245a0c7e4
https://digital.daypitney.com/e/bv02zdiw8herymg/04e61570-dcc4-42ba-923d-4c1245a0c7e4
https://digital.daypitney.com/e/xweap2lmccoatow
https://digital.daypitney.com/e/tuueclakpf7abq
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DAY PITNEY FAMILY OFFICE PRACTICE CONTACTS

BAR ADMISSIONS:   Connecticut CT   Florida FL   Illinois IL   Massachusetts MA    New Jersey NJ    New York NY    North Carolina NC    Pennsylvania PA    Washington, DC DC

Alexis S. Gettier CT, NJ, NY

Trusts and Estates/Art Law

(203) 977 7432

agettier@daypitney.com

Alisa L. Hacker MA

Matrimonial

(617) 345 4651

ahacker@daypitney.com

Justin M. Hannan MA

Tax/Investment Management

(617) 345 4619

jhannan@daypitney.com

Gregory A. Hayes CT, DC, NY

Trusts and Estates

(203) 977 7365

gahayes@daypitney.com 

Sarah B. Jacobson FL

Trusts and Estates

(305) 373 4024

sjacobson@daypitney.com

Leiha Macauley MA

Trusts and Estates

(617) 345 4602

lmacauley@daypitney.com

R. Scott Beach, Chair CT

Corporate/Private Equity

(203) 862 7824

rsbeach@daypitney.com 

James A. Ballerano, Jr. FL, NY

Trusts and Estates

(561) 537 4915

jballerano@daypitney.com 

Hope S. Cone NJ, PA

Matrimonial

(973) 966 8127

hcone@daypitney.com 

Jaclyn M. D’Esposito NJ, NY

Public Securities

(973) 966 8077

jdesposito@daypitney.com 

Tasha K. Dickinson FL, NY, NC

Trusts and Estates

(561) 803 3515

tdickinson@daypitney.com 

Eliza Sporn Fromberg NY, NJ

Investment Management

(212) 297 5847

efromberg@daypitney.com

 Carl A. Merino NY

International Tax

(212) 297 5829

cmerino@daypitney.com 

Seth J. Mersky FL, IL

International Tax

(305) 373 4019

smersky@daypitney.com 

Jay David Mussman FL

Corporate/Real Estate

(561) 537 4934

jmussman@daypitney.com 

Jennifer M. Pagnillo CT, NY

Charitable Giving

(203) 862 7875

jmpagnillo@daypitney.com

 

 Dina Kapur Sanna NY

International Planning

(212) 297 2455

dksanna@daypitney.com

David L. Silvian MA, CT

Trusts and Estates

(617) 345 4655

dsilvian@daypitney.com

 Darren M. Wallace CT, DC, NY

Trusts and Estates/Art Law

(203) 862 7874

dmwallace@daypitney.com 

Barbara Freedman Wand MA, NY

Estate and Charitable Planning

(617) 345 4628

bwand@daypitney.com

G. Warren Whitaker CT, NJ, NY

International Planning

(212) 297 2468

gwwhitaker@daypitney.com 

 

Amy K. Wilfert CT, NY

Trusts and Estates

(203) 862 7811

akwilfert@daypitney.com 

Stephen Ziobrowski MA

Tax

(617) 345 4648

sziobrowski@daypitney.com

*Attorney Advertising. No aspect of this advertisement has been approved by the highest court of any state. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 
See Awards Methodology on www.daypitney.com.
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ACCOLADES & AWARDS*

Named “Law Firm of the Year” by  
Family Wealth Report, 2017

Finalist in “Accounting, CPA or Law Firms Serving Family 
Offices” category for Family Wealth Alliance Best in the 
Industry Awards, 2018

*Attorney Advertising. No aspect of this advertisement has been approved by the highest court of any state. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 
See Awards Methodology on www.daypitney.com.

Named a Family Office “Industry Awards” Finalist in the “Client 
Initiative” category by Wealth Management, 2017 & 2019 

Named “Best Law Firm – Estates and Trusts” category
(2020) and “Highly Commended” in categories for “Best 
Private Client Law Firm” (2017 and 2019) by Private Asset 
Management (PAM)

Shortlisted as USA Private Client Team of the Year – East 
Coast, 2020 and ranked Nationwide, and Band 1 in CT and 
MA, in Private Wealth Law by Chambers HNW, 2016-2020

Named “Law Firm of the Year - Trusts & Estates Law” 
by Best Lawyers, 2021
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Boston, MA  02110
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